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ABSTRACT
Driography is a planographic printing process. A
driographic printing plate differs from a conventional
offset lithographic plate in that water is not required to
keep the non-image area clean of ink during printing. Water,
or fountain solution, is not required during printing because
a silicone rubber coating which repels ink is used for the
non-image area of a driographic plate. The first driographic
plate was introduced in the early 1970's by the 3M Company.
The plate was a positive working printing plate and has since
been discontinued. Driography has since been researched by a
number of companies but only one is presently marketing a
driographic plate. The Toray Company, a Japanese based firm,
is producing a negative working driographic printing plate.
The purpose of this study is to research Toray's negative
working driographic printing plate. It is hypothesized that
as ink tack decreases, toning in the non-image area will
increase. In this experiment, ink tack was monitored at the
point of impression using a thermocouple device. The
thermocouple was used to measure ink temperature on an inking
form roller. Temperature/tack curves were developed and used
to convert ink temperatures to tack readings. The actual
experiment was performed on a duplicator offset printing
press. A second technique using ink tack-reducer to alter ink
tack was performed as an alternative test to support the
initial method results.
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During the course of the study a number of variables
could have altered the test results. These variables were
monitored and kept constant during testing. The variable
which affected test results most dramatically was the oil
content in the ink. It was concluded that the amount of oil
content in an ink had more influence on the degree of toning
than ink tack did as originally hypothesized.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
BRIEF HISTORY OF DRIOGRAPHY
Alois Senefelder invented lithography in 1798 using a
greasy ink and a slab of porous limestone.1 The lithographic
process has progressed since its invention but the basic
principle, grease and water do not readily mix, remains.
Conventional lithography requires fountain solution to
prevent the non-image area of the plate from printing.
Driography is a form of lithography which eliminates the need
for fountain solutions. The non-image area of the plate is
coated with a silicone compound which repels ink. The first
driographic plate introduced in the United States was in 1971
by the 3M Company. 2 Since 1971, Itek, Kodak, and Scott have
been granted patents which involve driography. 3 in 1980,
Toray, a Japanese Firm, introduced their driographic plate. 4
PRINCIPLE ASPECT OF DRIOGRAPHY
As a form of lithography, driography has many of the
advantages and some of the disadvantages of lithography.
Driography also has advantages and disadvantages lithography
does not. Most advantages of driography can be attributed to
the elimination of the need for fountain solutions.
ADVANTAGES OF DRIOGRAPHY
1. Constant monitoring and readjusting of ink/water balance
during printing no longer has to be maintained resulting in
more consistent color throughout press-run.
2. Paper waste during press make-ready is reduced
considerably (as much as 80%).
3. Elimination of paper curl because of moisture problems
caused by fountain solution. 5
4. Registration capabilities are not hindered by dimensional
stability of paper because of moisture pick-up during press
operati on
5. Removal of water fountain dampening systems would lower
press cost and engineering complexity. 7
6. Shorter exposure times increase production rate and
extends life of light source.
7. Excellent dot reproduction is achieved, 2-5% highlight
and 95% shadow. This is apparently possible because of the
grainless plate surface.
8. Reduced dot gain on press, approximately 6-7% in midtones
compared to a normal 15% using conventional plates. This
allows heavier ink film thicknesses without plugging
probl ems .
9. Poor contact during exposure process can often be
corrected for by monitoring development time; conventional
plates would normally be disposed of.
10. Potential markets include high quality sheet fed and
color web fed printing with run lengths up to 200,000
impressi ons .
11. Appealing to speciality printers, especially on
non-absorbent stocks such as plastics, PVC, heat transfer
papers, gummed stocks, and metal decorating.8
12. Elimination of fountain solution expense and the cost of
air circulation apparatus.
13. Avoids Environmental Protection Agency and 0SHA problems
caused by alcohol in fountain solution.9
DISADVANTAGES OF DRIOGRAPHY
1. Press and ambient temperature must not rise to a point
which causes ink vehicle break down leading to non-image area
accepting ink (toning). Press temperature can be minimized by
reducing roller pressure therefore reducing friction which
causes temperature to decrease.
2. High ink tack requirements may cause paper picking
problems with lower grade stock, especially in large solid
areas .
3. No water to act as a conductive pathway for static charge
could cause paper handling problems, especially if pressroom
has low humidity.
44. Development time may be as much as 50% longer than a
conventional plate, depending on the type of driographic
pi ate used .
5. Inferior paper or board causes abrasion problems of
non-image area over long runs because lint builds up between
pi ate and bl anket
DRIOGRAPHIC PLATE SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS
Driography is a lithographic printing process.
Lithography differs from other major printing processes by
using a planographic printing surface. The image and
non-image areas are essentially on a flat surface and are
kept separate during the printing process chemically.11 The
difference between driography and conventional offset
lithography is the requirements for printing. Offset
lithography is based on the principle that grease and water
do not readily mix. It requires fountain solution to
maintain the non-image area from printing. Driography
eliminates the requirement of fountain solution by using a
rubber silicone compound that repels ink from the non-image
area of the pi ate .
IMAGE AREA OF A DRIOGRAPHIC PLATE
The image material on a conventional lithographic plate
is oleophilic (oil loving) and hydrophobic (water hating).12
The image material for a driographic plate must also be
oleophilic but not necessarily hydrophobic. The image
material for either plate must adhere well to the plate
surface, resist abrasion, be light sensitive, and chemically
resistant. The image material used for Toray's negative
working plate is a diazo compound similar to the image
material used on a conventional lithographic plate. 13
NON-IMAGE AREA OF A DRIOGRAPHIC PLATE
A driographic plate's non-image area must repel ink
without assist from fountain solution or gum arabic. The
silicone rubber compound which is used is a smooth substance
which has a low surface energy (a low cohesion between
molecules).1^ When driographic plates were first marketed by
3M, the silicone rubber exhibited poor abrasion resistance.
Toray reformulated the silicone rubber compound to increase
surface abrasion resistance.15 Toray's patent does not
describe how the abrasion resistance was increased but it
does mention the attribute. For additional protection a
protective sheet is used to secure against mishandling.
TORAY PLATE MAKE-UP
Toray Industries manufactures several types of
driographic plates. Initially, they produced a positive
working driographic plate. In 1978, Toray obtained a patent
from the United States Patent Office (patent number
4,086,093) for a dry planographic printing plate. It is a
negative working driographic plate described in the patent as
f ol 1 ows :
1. The base material could be a coated paper, metal, or a
plastic such as polyethylene terephtable. The base material
should be sufficiently flexible for mounting on a
lithographic press, strong enough to withstand the load
normally produced by a lithographic press, and be
dimensi onal ly stable to ensure proper registration throughout
press run. The base layer is impregnated with or dispersed
within an ultraviolet light absorbing agent.
2. An anti -hal ati on layer, which should have good adhesion
qualities, is coated onto the base. It is noted here that
this coating is normally coated beneath a photosensitive
resin layer in the production of ordinary lithographic
printing plates but, because of the structure of driography,
this is not done .
3. A thin silicone primer is coated onto the halation
-preventing coat and acts
as a surface treating agent for
better adhesion of next layer.
4. A silicone rubber layer is coated onto the base material.
To increase abrasion resistance, a filler is mixed with the
silicone rubber before coating. A small amount of photo
sensitizer is mixed with the silicone rubber which enhances
the adhesion of the next layer.
5. A photo adhesive layer overlies the silicone rubber
layer, comprising at least one photopolyeri zabl e unsaturated
compound having a boiling point about 100C and a
photoi ni ti ator .
6. A thin transparent protective film or a polymer solution
is incorporated to protect plate coating from mechanical
damage and inhibit osmosis into the photoadhesi ve layer
promoting photopolymeri zati on . The film is removed by
peeling or dissolution in the developing step.16
TORAY PLATE EXPOSURE
A conventional lithographic plate exposure unit is used
to expose Toray negative working driographic printing plates.
A film negative is placed on the plate, put under vacuum, and
the actinic light exposes the plate. The plate sensitivity
is in the ultraviolet and blue range of the spectrum.
Upon exposure to light, the photoadhesi ve layer hardens
by a photopolyeri zation cross-linking reaction. Exposure
causes the photoadhesi ve layer to adhere strongly to the
underlying silicone rubber layer. If a peel type protective
layer is used then when the protective layer is peeled off
the unexposed photoadhesi ve layer will be removed. In this
application, the developing operation is completed. If a
protective layer was coated on then the unexposed layer is
removed with a developing liquid. The later is the type used
in this experiment.
In some applications, it is possible to expose or heat
the entire plate surface to increase adhesion between the
photoadhesi ve layer and the silicone rubber layer. It is an
extra step which would be necessary only to increase run
length on press .
Minor scratches or other unwanted spots can be removed by
applying a silicone liquid solution with a special
applicator. Additions to image areas are made with a stencil
pen by scratching the silicone rubber layer. These
operations can be done while plate is on press similar to
conventional deletion and addition operations.
Unprocessed plate
Exposure
Development
I Exposed area
XXXX
Processed plate
Non-image area
(ink repellent)
Image area
- (ink receptive)
XXXXl
Printing
-Transparent protecting film
- Silicone rubber layer
Photosensitive layer
Primer
- Base (aluminum)
Exposure to light through the
protecting film weakens the bond
between the photo-sensitive layer
and the silicone rubber layer in
exposed areas.
The protecting film is peeled off
and a special conditioner is ap
plied to the plate surface to
strengthen the link between the
silicone rubber and photosensi
tive layers in unexposed areas;
the silicone rubber is then brush
ed off the photosensitive layer in
exposed areas
The photosensitive layer in ex
posed areas makes ink-receptive
image areas, whereas the remain
ing silicone rubber layer in unex
posed areas makes ink-repellent
background areas.
Structure and Working Principle of a Toray Negative Acting Driographic Plate.
FIGURE 1
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CHAPTER 2
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
In the early 1970's, the first driographic printing plate
was produced by the 3M Company.1 Since its introduction,
driography has been researched by a number of corporations
including Xerox and Scott.2 Research reports and feedback
from actual production shops which use driographic plates
determined the main disadvantage they found with driography
was the need for high tack inks to avoid scumming in the
non-image area. 3 Production workers do not have the
equipment or desire to research the reason high tack inks
are required. A printer is more concerned with the solution
to keep the ink from scumming so production can be maximized.
Researchers in the graphic arts are concerned with why and
therefore what can be done to solve the problem. For one to
understand why high tack inks are required, the basis of
lithography must be understood.
The phenomena of lithography, the transfer of ink from a
planographic surface, occurs for several reasons. The
non-image material when properly treated will retain water.
This is accomplished by coating the plate with gum arabic
which allows the non-image area to retain the fountain
solution. The fountain solution is mechanically held to the
plate by the plate grain and chemically held by the gum
arabic. When ink is transferred to the plate the wet
12
non-image area will repel the ink. If any ink does transfer
to the non-image area it will mix with the fountain
solution. The fountain solution will dilute the ink lowering
the tack. As the plate cylinder rotates the ink form rollers,
which are coated with a higher tack ink, will pick up the ink
from the non-image area (back-trap) and redistribute it into
the ink train.
Keeping the preceding phenomena in mind and using a model
developed by Xerox the principle of driography, waterless
printing, can be explained. The non-image area of the plate
is extremely oil resistant and has a low surface energy (a
low cohesion between molecules) which essentially repels most
materials. Even under these conditions the material
(silicone rubber) still tends to pick up ink if conditions
are not correct. The ink must have a high tack and a high
surface energy. In this state, the ink will diffuse a slight
layer of solvent onto its surface. This layer is what splits
between the ink form rollers and non-image area of the plate
avoiding an undesired ink transfer. In this model, it is not
the surface energy of the materials involved (silicone rubber
and ink) which is of importance. It is the ability of the
ink to diffuse a solvent of lower viscosity than the ink
itself onto the outer layer. If this solvent is not present,
the result is toning, a problem which, when solved, will make
13
the application of driography more appealing to printers.
This model is what the Xerox Corporation referred to as "The
Weak Fluid Boundary Layer Model" and was formulated while
doing research on 3M ' s driographic printing plate.4
14
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CHAPTER 3
RELATED LITERATURE
Since 3M introduced their driographic plate, other
companies have filed patents for similar driographic plates
and processes. Xerox is a company which took particular
interest in researching the mechanisms of ink release
principles in driography. The 1975 TAGA (Technical
Association in the Graphic Arts) Proceedings included a
research report by Xerox which formulated several models
about driographic ink release.
Surface Energy Model . Surface energy is the cohesion
between molecules within a substance or material. In this
model the criteria of ink release is that the cohesion of
molecules within the ink must be greater than the adhesion
between the ink and the non-image area of the printing plate.
If this is not true the ink will adhere, or transfer, to the
non-image area of the plate which results in toning.
Calculations indicate the preceding conditions are true in
conventional offset lithography when the hydrophilic
non-image area is wet. When wet, ink adhesion to the plate
falls to a point lower than the ink cohesion to itself. In
technical terms, it is described as thermodynamic
equilibrium. Xerox tested the model and found that there
were exceptions when encountered under practical conditions.
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The 3M Company referred to the surface energy
requirements as the "release value" of an ink. The patent
obtained by 3M described the importance of the "ink release
value"
and how it must be higher for the ink than for the
non-image area.1
Viscous Flow and The Elastic Release Model. Elasticity
is the ability to be stretched. Conventional lithographic
inks are complex viscoelastic fluids which exhibit viscous
flow behavior in the inking nip. The result is ink film
splitting and standing at the nip exit which results in
toning in driography. When highly elastic inks are used,
viscous flow is minimized and inks can release cleanly,
depending on surface energy characteristics. The problem is
that if elasticity is too high solid images may not
completely fill-in, paper may pick, and general ink flow
problems occur in the ink train. Xerox concluded their study
by claiming that the elastic release model is only a minimal
variable of ink release.2
The Weak Fluid Boundary Layer Model. This mechanism is
believed by Xerox to be the most reliable explanation of
driographic ink release. Basically the model states that ink
release will occur if a less viscous layer lays between the
ink and the non-image area of the plate. The less viscous
fluid may be a vapor or a liquid and
the fluid must come from
within the ink itself.
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The models Xerox described are excellent in the
understanding of lithographic ink release theories. Another
study by Xerox Corporation involved xerographic toner and
driography. The Xerox Corporation apparently had an interest
in using xerographic toner for the image area of a
driographic plate. The paper concerned itself with adhesion
properties of the toner to the silicone rubber base. From
these studies, and others done by Xerox in the 1970's, the
Xerox Company apparently had intentions of marketing
driographic products but have not done so as of this date. 3
Source material used in background work for this thesis
included 33 articles involving driography from the 1970's and
31 articles from the 1980's. Many of these articles were
from foreign countries where driography has found more
success than in the United States.
Articles included trade journals from Australia, Canada,
and America. These articles described driography in the most
basic form and made references to production problems which
have occurred. It is realized that the indebtedness of trade
journals is limited but they indicate the general public's
knowledge of driography and some of the actual experiences
when put into production.
On 25 April 1978, Toray Industries received a patent from
the United States Patent Agency. It is patent number
4,086,093 and is entitled "Dry Planographic Printing Plate".
18
The patent explains the plates make-up and why certain
designs were used. Toray described the background of the
invention, the procedures used in developing the plate, and
examples of some of their testing methods. The patent helped
extensively in understanding driographic principles and in
the writing of this thesis.
In 1974, Thomas Rigg, a graduate student at the Rochester
Institute of Technology, presented his thesis which involved
driography. His thesis is entitled "A Study of the Effect of
Ink Tack, Printing Pressure, and Printing Speed on Toning in
the Driographic System". Mr. Rigg worked with 3M plates
which since have been discontinued on the market. His
conclusions indicated that ink tack is a significant factor
when dealing with toning in driography. He recommended
further research with driography and the amount of toning.
19
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CHAPTER 4
THESIS OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESIS
Driographic plates have been available to printers for
almost two decades. The basic principle of driography is
that by using a material that repels ink for the non-image
area of the plate fountain solution is not required to keep
this area from printing. With the absence of fountain
solution driography avoids many of the limitations and
pitfalls of conventional lithography. Initially conventional
lithographic inks were used with limited success but with the
development of special inks driography has become more
appealing to printers. Driography has already established a
place in the European printing market. From background
research the biggest problem with driography is toning of the
non-image area of the plate. This study will investigate
some of the variables which affect the degree of toning with
special emphasize on ink tack. The plate used in the
experiment is Toray's negative working driographic plate.
The hypothesis is that toning in the non-image area of a
driographic plate will increase as ink tack decreases.
Variables which may effect the degree of toning such as
roller pressure, press speed, ambiant temperature, and
relative humidity will be monitored and kept constant as
possi bl e .
21
CHAPTER 5
METHODOLOGY
The hypothesis states that as ink tack decreases toning
will occur in the non-image area of a driographic plate. Two
approaches to test the hypothesis were employed in the
experiment. Initially a method to monitor ink tack at the
point of impression by recording ink temperature on an inking
form roller was conceived. This required a conversion
process using an inkometer to convert ink temperature to ink
tack. The other method required a tack-reducer to alter the
inks tack to the point toning occurred.
The plates used in the experiment were Toray negative
working driographic plates. The plates were obtained from
the Pittman Company and were exposed and processed according
to manufacturers recommendations. The Pittman Company also
supplied special driographic ink that they found to be best
suited for driographic printing.
The initial approach to prove the hypothesis required a
technique to measure temperature on an inking form roller. An
electronic thermocouple manufactured by the Fluke Company
satisfied this requirement. The device displayed temperature
on a digital read out and operated with minimal delay.
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An initial press run was performed with a conventional
lithographic plate and conventional ink. Ink temperatures
were monitored at various times resulting in temperature
ranges between 76 to 80. The press was cleaned between
each press run.
The next press run was performed with the driographic
plate and the special ink supplied by Pittman. The color
came up immediately with waste of only one or two sheets. The
driographic plate ran clean throughout press run even when
excessive ink was intentionally added. Ink temperatures
remained relatively constant at 76 throughout entire press
run. Increasing press speed did not drastically alter ink
temperature but may have if press was allowed to run longer.
The third press run was performed with the driographic
plate and conventional ink. The plate ran clean for a
minimal amount of copies (five or six) and began to scum. Ink
temperature was recorded at 77 and the plate did not clean
up on press once toning occurred. The plate had to be
cl eaned by hand .
Analyzing the first three press runs, it was realized
that another press run was required. Using the same
conditions as the second press run, with the driographic
plate and the special ink, a fourth press run was performed.
The color again came up immediately and the plate ran clean.
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To intentionally try to promote toning the paper feed
and ink fountain were shut off and the press was allowed to
run. After five minutes the press was put back on impression
but no toning occurred. The temperature reading at this
point was 78. It was critical to the success of this part
of the experiment for the plate to tone.
To intentially promote toning a hair dryer was blown
directly onto the form roller. After ten minutes there was a
significant rise in ink temperature. Plate images began to
fill in and the plate had some slight toning. The ink
temperature at this point was 90+.
Upon completion of the press runs the conversion process
was performed. Using the inkometer and the thermocouple, ink
temperatures were converted to tack readings. The
temperature control on the inkometer was adjusted to obtain
appropriate ink temperatures. This technique heated the ink
on the inkometer to the desired temperature before each tack
test. Ink temperatures on the inkometer were confirmed with
the thermocouple and the temperature control was adjusted
when necessary until desired ink temperature was achieved.
The tack readings were recorded and were used to develop the
fol 1 owing curves .
24
CONVENTIONAL LITHOGRAPHIC INK WITH FOUNTAIN SOLUTION
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SPECIAL DRIOGRAPHIC INK
INKOMETER SPEED: 800 RPM
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CONVENTIONAL LITHOGRAPHIC INK WITHOUT FOUNTAIN SOLUTION
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A second approach to test the hypothesis was performed to
support the initial method. Ink tack of the special ink was
reduced to various degrees with tack-reducer. Tack-reducer
is made from varnishes and is added to lithographic inks
under normal conditions to avoid "hickies", "set-off",
excessive paper curl, increase ink flow and various other
task. Each ink/tack-reducer mixture was run on the press
with the driographic plate and the tack was immediately
calculated on the inkometer. By lowering the tack a minimal
degree toning began to occur. As the tack was reduced more
toning increased until the entire plate took on ink.
Test results revealed that at its normal tack of 14.0 the
special ink ran cleanly throughout the press run. By
dropping the tack to 13.7, the driographic plate began to
lightly tone. When tack was lowered to 13.4 toning increased.
At a tack of 13.0 the plate completely took on ink. This
technique of using tack-reducer may or may not have been an
adequate test of the hypothesis depending on whether or not
the tack-reducer had an ingredient that had an adverse affect
on the driographic process.
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SPECIAL DRIOGRAPHIC INK WITH TACK-REDUCER
N-14.0 - Normal tack of ink without any
tack-reducer
Mixture 1 - 13.7 - Plate toned lightly
Mixture 2 - 13.4 - Toning slightly increased
Mixture 3 - 13.0 - Plate completely took ink
Tack
of
Ink
14.0 .
13.5
13.0
12.5
N 1 2 3
Ink/Tack Reducer Mixtures
Tack Curve for Special Driographic Ink with Tack Reducer
FIGURE 5
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RIT ALPHANUMERIC RESOLUTION TEST OBJECT, RT-1-71
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RIT ALPHANUMERIC RESOLUTION TEST OBJECT. RT-1-71
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TEST TARGETS
Test targets are an essential component for accurate and
informative testing. The test targets used for this
hypothesis were chosen for their attributes as well as their
availability at the time of testing. The following test
targets were used:
KODAK T-14 CONTROL SCALE: The stepped density scale is
designed to maintain proper plate exposure and processing.
The scale ranges from a density of 0.04 (step 1) to a density
of 2.05 (step 14) in 0.15 increments. A solid step 5 on the
plate was held for this test.
STAR TARGET: The target reveals undesirable slurring of
images during a press run. Slurring occurs for several
reasons and was minimized to assure accurate test results.
UGRA PLATE CONTROL WEDGE: This control wedge monitors
plate making and printing. It indicates the following
criteria on the plate:
- exposure
- resolving power
- gradation
- halftone dot structure
Printing variables monitored are:
- si urri ng
- doubling
- tone reproduction
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The control wedge consists of five elements:
- Continuous-tone wedge: 13 steps 4x5 mm
- Micro-lines: 12 circular patches, diameter 4.5 mm,
positive and negative halves
- Halftone wedge 60 lines/cm (150 lines/in): 10 steps
5x5 mm
- Slur target: 4 steps 5x5 mm
- Small dot patches, negative and positive: 12 steps 5x5
mm
SOLID INK BLOCK: A solid ink area was included to
monitor "Solid Ink Density" during press run.
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CHAPTER 6
MEANS AND MATERIAL
RIT ALPHANUMERIC RESOLUTION TEST OBJECT
KODAK T-14 PLATE CONTROL SCALE
UGRA PLATE CONTROL WEDGE (PCW)
STAR TARGET
IMAGE ASSEMBLY MATERIALS
TORAY NEGATIVE WORKING DRIOGRAPHIC PRINTING PLATES
CONVENTIONAL LITHOGRAPHIC PLATE (WESTERN)
PLATE EXPOSURE UNIT
PLATE PROCESSOR CHEMISTRY
DUPLICATOR PRINTING PRESS (A.B. DICK)
SPECIAL DRIOGRAPHIC INK (BLACK)
CONVENTIONAL LITHOGRAPHIC INK (BLACK)
FOUNTAIN SOLUTION (SEA MIST)
UNCOATED PAPER
INK TACK REDUCER
FLUKE ELECTRONIC THERMOCOUPLE
THWING-ALBERT ELECTRONIC VISCOMETER
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CONCLUSION
This study investigates the hypothesis that ink tack has
an affect on the degree of toning on a driographic plate.
It can be concluded that if proper ink is used, a
driographic plate will run cleanly. By applying hot air
directly to the inking form roller ink tack lowered to the
point toning occurred. Also by intentionally lowering ink
tack with tack-reducer toning occurred. From these tests
results it could be concluded the hypothesis stands true. But
with further inquiry and some deductive reasoning it appears
the hypothesis does not completely resolve the mechanism
required for proper ink release in the non-image area of a
dri ographi c pi ate .
When the special driographic ink was permitted to run as
intended, the plate ran excellent as proven in the second
press test. The desired ink density was acquired within a few
sheets and the test targets printed clearly.
The key to the success of driography is the special
driographic ink. To investigate the composition of the ink a
local ink company, which had previous experience with
driography, was contacted. They indicated the special ink
requires a complex varnish formula with a limited percentage
of plasticizing oils and
specific resins. The ink manufacture
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also indicated it was important to have as little oil in the
ink as possible. They concluded the ink formulation was
proprietary but when confronted revealed additional silicone
oil was not involved.
The ink manufacturer emphasized the importance of as
little oil in the ink as possible. If it is the amount of
oil and not the ink tack that causes toning certain phenomena
that occurred during the experiment can be explained. First,
the fact that when a conventional ink with a tack extremely
higher than the special driographic ink was used, the
driographic plate almost immediately scummed or toned up.
Also, when the ink was heated with a blow dryer to
intentionally promote toning it took a big rise in ink
temperature before the plate background was affected. The
hot air lowered ink viscosity causing images to fill in long
before any toning occurred and then the toning was only
slight. This could be partly due to the evaporation of ink
oils by the blow dryer allowing ink temperature to raise and
tack to lower before the plate background was affected.
Finally, if oil is detrimental to toning then it would
explain why adding a minimal amount of tack reducer, which is
quite oily, to the special ink immediately resulted in
toning. It can be concluded that contrary to the hypothesis
it is not necessarily the ink tack, but rather the percent of
oil in the ink, which promotes toning in the non-image area
of a driographic plate.
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A cost study program was not performed but the current
price listing from Pittman indicated that there was not a
substantial difference between driographic plates and
conventional lithographic plates. Any additional plate cost
should be retrieved with less paper spoilage, quicker
makeready, and the elimination of fountain solution.
RECOMMENDATIONS
By emphasizing the importance of as little oil in the ink
as possible, the ink manufacture was contradicting the basis
of the hypothesis. Upon reflection, it may be the excess oil
in the ink which prevents adequate back trapping of ink in
the non-image area. It is recommended further study be
conducted with different ink formulations for driography
appl i cati ons .
The test targets used were not an integral part of the
experiment. They did reveal the fine detail a driographic
plate could reproduce as claimed by the manufacture. With
the capability to reproduce fine detail and with the
increased interest by the public for higher screen rulings
and special screens the use of driography may suit special
plate requirements. Driographic plate would be ideal for 200
plus line screens and special application screens such as the
Random Mi crol enti cul ar Screen (RML) which is claimed to be
equivalent to a 600 line screen and is used for mapping and
quality art reproductions.
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One last recommendation which does not directly concern
driography involves ink testing. In performing driographic
testing ink tack was of great concern. It appeared the
methodology was correct in assuming temperature has a direct
relationship to ink tack but no documentation was available.
Further research into the relationship ink temperature,
viscosity, and tack have with each other would support future
research .
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cone rubber layer in Ihe uneupmed area i
made- ai.
DRY PLANOGRAPHIC PRINTING PLATE ink-repellent non-image area
The present invention hat the following n<'vrl i, i
This is a continuation of application Ser No. 314,063, important characteristics Upon irradiating actinic liyht
filed Oct. II, 1974 now abandoned. J through a negative transparency to the pnnti..g p)a <.
n.*-*.,^,.^. ..._ _ the photoadhesive layer in Ihe exposed area not onl>BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTS polarizes and cross-links to become insoluble, but
The present invention relates to a negative-type pla- also adhere* to the underlying sibcor- rubber layer and
nographic printing plate having ink-repe'lent siucor><- cannot be easily peeled off. As a result, the adhesive
rubber in a non-imaged area and is capable ofprintir - *. 10 strength of the ink-receptive image area of the resuluna
the absence of dampening printing plate and eventually the strength of the platr
Heretofore, several proposals have been made with surface is increased remarkably, and not only are the
reference to a dry planographic plate having an ink- siorability and scratch resistance improved, but also the
rcpellar layei of silicone rubber, all of which, how- durability is long-run printing is strikingly increased !
ever, have various deficiencies such as having inferior hi case photnadhesion in the interface between .he
strengtl. oi the printing plate or presenting problems in photoadhr layer and the
silicone rubber layer has a
developing method. For example, wliat is disclosed in ver> ""P0' M*ficance. **idi remarkably differ
Japanese patent publication No 2361/1972 is a presensi- em from the Mtherto Liiown cearv
tired pUnographic printing plate providing a photo- "H* flesiMe baM Mbnnu
employed in the present
inaolubiliiable water soluble diazonium ream layer on K mveatkm should be suffidently fleiible formounting on
the layer of silicone rubber. When a negative tranapar- biographic press and strong enough to withstand the
ency is put on said plate and exposed to light and there- k*d rmaJly
produced by the lithographic press Rep-
after treated with aqueous developing liquid the diazo- I*""""*" aubatratea include coated paper,
metals or
.
- ream layer in the unexposedI area dissolves to ex- ,U,Ue*wchM Polyethylene
Krephthalate. Howeve-, it
poae ine surface of the auiconTrubber layer to form an M "T****** tT ' ^te
w^- rcflectiv,t>
uTrepeUen. non-imaged area, where- m the exposed ** ^l?*^"^.?0?*?
area. uL hdeedTuomu reau, Uyer remain
* "^ f^' 1ft^K "
form an ink-receptive image area. However, there is
insufficient adhesion between the diazonium resin layer
thereby strikingly improved. In case such halation-pre
venting substratr * used, the permissible range of the
. . . . . .. 30 exposure time (i -e width of proper exposure time) is
m u* image area and the underiymg stlsoooe rubber ^S^ m6 ^^ ^ .".harp im
Uyer. and tlus deficiency of the planographic printing rdief from nighlik. to shadows
plate - auch that the diazoaium resin Uyer of the image ^ to^", halation-preventing substrate devel
"* !!!Jf^ byJ^UB* r?m Unn* Pnmt t" ops such great effect in a planographic printing plater- ved by careless scratch. M wmK)ut requiring water having a photosensitive resin
An object of the present invention is to overcome tayef , ^f^g nbbet tayer <,, recognized in
auch deficiencies and to p-ovide a negative-type piano- ^^, h j,wU bum to provide a halation-pre-
graphic printing pUt; excellent in adhesive strength of venting layer beneath a photoee-zitive reain Uyer upon
the ink -receptive image area, surface strength of the applying a photopolymerizable reain to the production
printing plate, storability. scratch reais'ince md high ^ ofordinary reliefand lithographic printing plates. How-
durability in long nm printing. ever, the present invention is entirely different in struc-
Another object of the present invention is to provide mre from the known cases in that a halation-preventing
s negative -rype planographic
print:"- pUle having ex- i,ycr jj provided beneath * silicone rubber Uyer sup-
ceUent reproducibility of image and broad permissible porting a photosensitive reain Uyer.
range of the esnosmg time. 43 If, as in the prior art, a halatkm-preventiiig 1 yer is
SU'
.MA
' J. :HE INVENTION *?*** ^^ZJ*?!?***" Uy" "dV*"*
rubber Uver pbo*oadheaon n not realized and a pho-
1 ne prearnsitir.-r' dry pUnographic printing ?Ute in u.^olul^ized relief easily peels from the silicone rub
the present vvenbon is a negative acting plate com- ber Uyer. The superiority ofa haUtkm-preventing base
prised of SO substrate beneath the silicone rubber Uyer as in the
(a) a base Uyer. present invention is thus readily understood.
(I) a silM>bC rJbhet Uyer uveriying ihe base layer, The halation-preventing base substrate used in the
and preaes. invention has adequate flexibility for mounting
<c) a photoadhesive layer ovcriymg the silicone 00 an ordinary li*> ^nphic press ant* is ,..1 -.tiough
ber Uyer. coaiipnasng a. least one pootopolytneru- >;, u> readily withstand the load normally prod-'-x *y the
able unaaiarairrt coanpom^l having a boiling pomt htbogNphic press As illustrative of auch o*se sub-
above 'V C and a nhcaoinitiatnr, -rr-tes. the followr may be cited:
Upon exposure to light thrmgh a negative tranapar- (|) a metal pUu. taper or a pUatic sheet provided
ency. the pSKjacaeaastrve Uyerm the exposed unagearca with a haUtic preventing Uyer on the surface.
porraaenses and adheres firmly 10 the cadetlying sib- 40 (2) a substantially transparent plastic film provided
con* rubber Uyer. whereas the photoadhearv* Uyer in with a haUtion-prevcnting Uyer on the back sur-
Ihi aaihilj sag nli atitiirUirr (3) puper and plastic film impregnated with or having
Not. a paaaograr' printag plate is produced in diaperafrl therein as ultraviolet light absorbing
whack, the pewsoadhcsive Uyer reaaoved only in the 43 agenL
aai i|innrl area so bare the naderiysag sthoone rubber Following is a list ofeffective ultraviolet light absorb-
baj 1 1 ihi pkiiliisilhui 1 laj 11 imiauissg llii ui;iini il mg agents. These ultraviolet light absorbing agenu may
area is made an sak -receptive smage area and the asli- be dnaolved or dispersed in solutions of various poly-
. 4.086.093
* 4
^v^'! . ' 'Pphed l0 ,be ****"*' sa. ^> h-vifig I - SO carbor. tfni. i: bcisg prcfcrsfc;: --:
^l^TT Uye" "* of R at methyl group
^vPZ?n*u-^!l?V'i;,Vf.
^'-""Mrosy-*- tuefui .flicone rubber m the promt lnmention., oc
^^JLtJ^"^ ^Joro-2-hydroxy ben- uined by mnrlfnaatirw reaction of auch silicone base^*^J^^^fm0*heme w 5 l*yeeraod the following aihcooe cross-luikii.g agem
R una the aame meaning aa mentioned above.
{HfHM
"Light Absorber DBR" manufactured by Dow
Chemical Co ofUS A
(2) benzotnazol derivatives: Tinuvm P".
hydroxy-3 Hnethyl-phenylH>e*9zotriazol
Tmuvin 320**, ingredients not nssde public
factured by Oeigy Ltd. of Switzerland
(3) phenyl aabcyUte and derivativca thereof: 44-
butylphenyl salicyUte and 4-octytphenyl salicylate
(4) acryloaitrile derivativca: -Ubmul N-33". athyi
*'
ulBO tor tt alkyl auch asmethyl and ethyl and Ac
2-cvano>3.S^dipheayUcryUte, and "Ubmul $30". u anda for acetyl group
N-33--J-d^h7lhexyM*cyano-3.3<aBhaayl aery-
'
-Other uaefkl attooae lubbers -ay be obtained by
late, manufactured by AntaU Chemical Co. of taction of the aforesaid base | ytner with H-type
U.S.A. aOicone oil having the following repeating unit or addi-
(5) other commercially available ultraviolet light bob reaction of Ihe aforeaasu base polymers in which
absorbing agents, such as: "buubitor-HRT" v, about 3% ofR is vinyl group, or reaction between said
-HPT." hexamethyl phoapboric tnenuac, menu- H-type i
factured by Eastman Chrsniral Cc. of USA..
"Slouffer Stabilizer-UVMI" and "Stouffer Stabil-
izer-L^mr.theina^edienuofboJiofwhichare
not made public manufactured by 1
ca) Co of U.S.A. aa well aa "CI729"
"AMIOI". the ingredients of both of wkac
nickel bssoctyl phenyl sulfide, anaaufactured by
FerroOitiwl Co. ofU.S.A. R has the aame mmaing aa miutioaBd above.
(4) yellow and red conveational morgan* and or- K < order to obtain silicone rubber by auch cross-link
-
game pigments, the Colour Index nunbers for *g function, besides the aforesaid components, an or-
which are as asdxaled Orange Lake CI 77199, gaanasrtsllr carboxyhc add salt of a metal auch as tin.
Molybdenum Orange, Cadmium Yellow, Ydlow Bhc, cobalt, lead, calcium and manganrar, for example.
Lead. CI 77400 Lead Chromate CI 77401. Hanas dibutyl tin Uurate, stannic octoate and cobalt naphthen
Yellow CI 11470, Chromium Vermillion, CI 77403, ate or a catalyst hkc chloropUtinic acid is added
Red Lead CT 77571. Lake Red Ca 13513. Chro- In order to teprove the tenacity of silicone rubber
uum Red. Rad Iron Oxide CI 77491, Washing and obtain silicone rubber which can withstand fric-
Red. Bon Maroon CT 77746. Vermillion, etc. tjona! force produced during printing, it is possible t<
For the purpose of improving adhesion between auch bu a filler with the alxaone rubber. Silicone rubber
haUbon-prrveaang bate substrates and a silicone rub- ^ presnixed with a filler commercially avauable a* sili-
her Uyer. it is preferable to np;..y a thin <0O3 - IjOu) comt rubber atock or afljeone rubber dhmeraion --
roatin* of ^.^nepnmei (surface u Sag agent) to the ft b j^fcnNe to obtain silicon* rubber film by coating
wirtiajfis.ui^sie
_ ^^
aa in the piszami aavortsosv RTV or
LTV"
aiuoane rub-
A . sibcone rimers used for Kb purprue, bendes ber diaperaioo h |ireferaWy uaed A* e*iampks or such
com^crcsaMy
- Jebte prruer* auch as "SH 4094- . #J ^^r^^ dawm*u)a. there are silicone rubber
-SH
1200-
and ..; 1 201 ". ailaee coupling agents such dlloenwot (ot ZZZ .., tuch M ~Sy, ofr 2J
as "SH 4020". "SH 4040" and "SH
4075"
may be cited. SEr\TT, * .fr..T^ , _. u .'*z!l^^j\f^rZJZl?ri: J7iH STutidS^rmmtaetmA byTony SU|"
la the present invention, by incorporating n anal)
_ ^ __.__, . ,
Barnaul ofpbotnanuBtizer in the aiaoone ruober Uyer in
uj. addroon *o thf fofenwnTKwi^d components, the effec-
Uaeral auscone rubber m nhtamirl by apnraely croas- '^^J^^S^jf^j^J^ wch lUtawc
h^hkjgjktff A uuntaunaV ^KGftt&DQQtlrtU09MB IBCCfuVuniWy ^kV W^PuwuWauT li^^nnnfVtj4unW*nUj#aaftl ^sxanv i^tjP^4^^tjUUaB>aj^BB\>ull IjjnsWuj>CTl UK
nsethyl polyauoaane) wkack a base polymer The ^^J**** kycf tad ** ghota,dhe!vc '**?
Rj^s. mtso m the foOowsag formaia. and in earful nvh- for achieving the object of the present invention. As
m within the range of 193 - *mnch phniraenathirr tor hatoiporation in the tiucone
Xig nuauinbly 1.99 - 2.01 A reprraeaiative ajheone rubber layar. it it snamle to nee the i
the foOowsag rtpaatmg nmt j, ttzer (photoinhaaior) which will be ooatakaed in a pho-""
> to be rinnid ktter. Moat particu-
huly. atiiaiiiir kMonca, aapacsally benzotn alkykthen
may be cited benzotn
butyl
tobcontnBBadofl
0.1- td% byweight baaed on the total
of the.
all matnrft rf by Toray Sthcoae Co. of Japan.
The tha-knrai of the siheone rubber Uyer used ia the
gVunMnM l#V9iafjOOBjl t) uTaOt BtzVl^fcBnjTununnBny Cl^OCunl. CnunV tt unantV
ful m the normal range ofO 5 - SOsk and preferably 1
4.086,093
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T>e thickness of a phoiopolymrrizable adhesive Uyer
used in the present invention is nc.i particularly limited.but is normal!v within the range of 0 5 - SOu, and pref
erably I - 10^.
The following is the composition of such a photopc-
lymerizable adhesive Uyer:
(1) at least one kind of photopolymerizable unsatu
rated compound having a boiling point a*-ove 100'
C
5.0 - 99.9 parts by weight
(2) photoinitiator
0.1 - 10.0 pans by weight
(3) heat polymerization inhibitor as occasion demands
0.001 - 0.1 part by weight
(4) polymer or inorganic powder as filler for main
taining the dimensional stability ofa photoadhesive
Uyer as occasion demands
0.01 - 90.0 parts by weight.
The photopolymerizable unsaturated compound re
ferred to herein means photopolymerizable unsaturated 20
monomers and oligomers.
Aa such monomers and oligomers, various com
pounds may be used. However, it is preferable to make
at least one kind ofauch compound a monomer oroligo
mer containing at least one hydroxyl group and at least 23
one acryloyl or methacryloyl group in the aame moU-
cule It is especially preferable tomake the total concen
tration of the hydroxyl group and the total concentra
tion of the acryloyl group ormethacryloyl group in the
photoadhesive Uyer at least 0.1 mmol/g, respectively
The upper limits of these total concentrations are about
15 mmol/g. respectively.
By using auch monomer or oligomer, the outstanding
improvement provided by the present invention in the
aforesaid characteristics of adhesive strength of the
ink-respective image area, scratch resistance and high
durability in long run printing, it most effectively real-
30
33
This act becomes more evident upon comparison
with a ease in which the total concentratioo of the by- 40
droiyl group and the total concentratioo of the acryloyl
and methacryloyl groups are leas than 0.1 mmol/g.
cBpccuvcly. Although ptiotoinaoliiraliTarton may be
achieved in such case, the adhesion to the surface of the
underlying silicone rubber is inadequate in that the 43
fncooaal forces grneraied during development prevent
the formation of the rehef of the image area, or even if
the rehef is formed it simply peris when it is lightly
rubbed with the finger tip.
The following compound! may be cited at examples 30
of the afinasaal asoaoaaer or oligomer crnucm* at
least one hydroxyl group and at least one acryloyl or
Mihnrrytnyl group in the same molecule:
(I) (methajcrybc acid partial eater ofa polyhydric
(2) addsnoa product of active hydrogen
having I - 12
carbosybc
ads or hydrogen habde with ajvcidyl
(ateil>ijlBai 40
(3) addsnoa product of aaoaoepoxy or poryepoty
uanjipaart having 2-14 carbon atoass with (me
thakcryhc acid,
(4) aster ofN nmhytohjmethaX > ylamide and oxycar-
boxyfcc actd having 2 - 10 carbon atom*. 43
(S) addaoon product ofN-ateth jrlot(Bsethe>cr>
Of such ironomers and oligomers. iho*e having at
least 2 acryloyl or methacryloyl groups and at least I
alcoholic hydroxyl group are preferable and those
hj\
ing at least 2 acryloyl or methacryloyl groups and at
least 2 alcoholic hydroxyl groups are most preferable
Compounds of the aforesaid monomers and oligo
mers that are especially useful will be listed below, some
of which may be used as raw material for oligomer;
useful the present invention:
(I) etha)crylic acid partial esters of ethylene gly
col, propylene glycol, glycerol, sorbitol,
trinvth-
ylol methane, trinietbylol ethane, trimethyio! pro
pane and pentaerythritol,
(2) adducts of glycidyl (metha)ecryUte with hydro
gen chloride, math- *>1, ethanol, ethylene glycol,
trimethylol metm. :, pentaerythritol. ethanol
amine, methanol amine, ethane dithiol, methyl-
amine, ethylenrdiamine. xylyUnediamine, aniline.
phenylenediamine, acetic acid, (metha)crylic acid,
makmic acid, succinic acid, maleic acid, fumaric
acid, itaconic acid, malic acid, tartaric acid, citnc
acid, phenol, tUopbenol or hydroquinone,
(3) addition products ofglycidyl ester having at least
2 I spray arenas and 9 - 14 carbon atoms with
(metha)crylic acid, for example, addition product
of (metha)crylic acid with glycidyl esters of
phthalic acid, tetrahydrophthalic acid, succinic
acid, adipk acid, maleic acid, fumaric acid or ita
conic acid.
(4) diesier of N-nxthytol(metlu)crylaaiide with
malic acid, tartaric acid, and citric acid,
(5) addition product ofN-methylol (metha)crylamide
with glycidyl ester of (metba)crylic acid, phthalic
acid, tetrahydrophthalic acid, maleic acid, fumaric
acid or it*,. -~ acid.
Aside from the -. jrementiooed (metha)crylic mono
mers having alcoholic hydroxyl groups, it is possible tc
cause other ethyleaically unsaturated menomers to
co-exist aa occasion demands. However, whatever mon
omers are added, it is preferable that the concentrations
of (metha)cryk>yl group and hydrntyl group a pho
toadhesive Uyer compoation be kept above 0.1
mmol/g.
It is possible to cause other photopolymerizable mon
omers or oligomers to co-exist in the photoadhesive
Uyer an occasion demands and as representative exam
ples ofeachmonomer or oligomer, theremay be cited a
(metha)crybc acid eater or (metha)CTyUmide having a
boiling point above 100* C d>- ved from a monohydric
jajeohot or monovalent awias lunar; not more than 30
carbon atoms or (metha)crytic and ester or (metha)-
aaving a boiling point above 100* C derive
a polyhydric alcohol or polyvalent amine having
sore than 10 carbon atoms, the representative ex-
of auch compounds being aa follows:
(I) (metha)crybc acid eater of the following alcohols:
rthaanl. ethanol propaaoU pentanol cyclohexa-
nol ocbuol tnidecanol bornyl alcohol, polymeth-
yUne glycol ethylene glycol, polyethylene glycol,
ropylint glycol polyprcoylene glycol glycerol,
irhmlliytul methane and peataerythntol.
(2) (mrthak-rylamioV derivatives shown below: (me-
tha)cryhntde. N-aaethyloKmetba)cryUmide. N-
saetboxyssethyKuseuu^lamide, methylene bis-
(nu^frrylnnnoe, hexamethylene bMmetha)-
cryUnzide, dzacetoneacorUnude and dihydroxyme-
thytdmcetowxTTvUtnide
4,086,0!
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As rei, -eaenutive examples of the photoiniuator
which may be used in the present invention, the follow
ing compounds may be cited:
(I) Benzophenone derivatives such as, for example,
benzophenone. Michler's ketone, xantbone, en
throne, etc.,
(2) benzoin derivatives such as, for example, benzoin,
benzoin methyl ether, benzoin ethyl ether, etc.,
(3) quinones auch as, for example, p-benzoquinone,
/3-methyUnthraquinooe, etc.
(4j sulfur compounds ich as, for example, dibenzyl
disulfide, di-n-butyl disulfide, etc.
(5) azo or diazo compounds auch aa, for example,
2-azo bis iaobutyronitnJe. l-azo-bts-cyclobexaiie
carbonhrile, p-diazcbenzylethyUniline, Congo
Red, etc.
(4) halogen compounds such as, for example, carbon
tetrabromide, silver bromide, a-cbloromethyl-
naphthalene, etc.
(7) peroxides such as, for example, benzoyl peroxide, 20
etc.
(I) uranyl salts such as, for example, uranyl nitrate,
etc.
It it possible to select most suitable pbotommatort by
taking into account the miaabtbty with other conwo-
nents of a photondheaive Uyer and the speuiuni of the
light source uaed for exposure- Oenerally, the following
10
IS
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Michler's
methyl ether, dibenzyl dssuzfide and uranyl nitrate
la addtoon to the aroreassntioned ooBsponents h is
useful to add a small amount of heat polymerizable
mhsbnor to the photondheaive Uyer for the purpose of
tm|wn ii sag the atoralriirt) trf ihr irk-inf
r1 A p
tentative i ismpkm of auch heat polynwrisabon inhibi
tor, bydjroojusaone, phenothiBssse, 2,1 dinitrophenol
and iifrliinjlnirthanr amy be cited. It it aho possible to
add a dye auch aa Crystal Violet Powder to the pho-
toadheaive Uyer ao that an exposed ana is easily visu
ally dwcruniaoied.
Further, it it aho poasMe tomix inorganic powder or
polymer with the photoadhaaive Uyer as occasion de-
aaands lor Use purpose ot spurting dimemam
try to the paotcudhaarvt Uyer and iaaproving
to the boon* rubber
^ ^^
of the printing paste in long run printing.
On the other band, these additives tend to cause tow-
nring of the una i aslialinii of the (nmha)cryhr
asoao-
w bavins the IryoVruryl awusp.which jsJuHtiayeiuatile
for the iiboaaadhsarT Uyer
t ofsuch poaaMe adverse effects in the present
iwhpsafcrabktotooontrol the weights of the
laaQcrytoyl group and hydroxyl group derived frome
30
33
step. The following polymers and copolymers may be
used as the desired polymers provided they Sieve such
properties. It is possible to mix these polymers and
copolymers in the usual manner an occasion demands
and use the resultant mixtures.
(I)Vinyl polymers or (metha)crylic acid, <metha)cry-
lic acid ester polymers and copolymers thereof
For example, polymers such aa polyvinyl alcohol,
polyvinyl fo -1*1 polyvinyl butyral, or polymers or
copolymer T vinyl acetate, vinyl chloride, ethylene.
vinylmethy. ether, stymie, (metha)crylic acid, methyl-.
ethyl-, cyckohexyl-, benzyl-, 2-ethylhexyl-, glycidyl-,
2-hydroxyethyl-, 2-hydroxypropyl-, J-chloro-2-
hydroxy-propyl- and dtmethylaniinoeUiyl-, 2-ecid-
phosphoxy-ethyl-. 3-cttoro-ac.d-pliaephoxyethyl (me
tha)cryUtes, and (metha)cr xmide, N-methylol(me-
tha)cryUmide, N-methoxybuiyKnwtha)cryUmide, hy-
droxymethyldiaceioneacrylamide, 2-acrylamidv-2-
methylpropane sulfonic acid.
(2)Unvulcanised rubber auch as, for example, natural
rubber, polybutadiene, polyiaobutylene, polychlo-
roprcne, polyneoprene or copolymers thereof.
(3) Polyethert auch as, for example, polyethylene
oxide and polypropylene oxide.
(4) Polyamides such as, for example, copolymers of
the following monomers: caproUctam, Uurolac-
tam, i ifcytiHiamiM 4,4-bis-ejninocy-
clotexybnetbane, 2, 4, 4-trimethylhexame-
thylenediamine, uophoroofriUmmf. diglycolic
acid, Uophthalic acid, adipic acid, sebacic acid, etc.
(5) CeUuJoae derivatives auch as, for example, cellu-
loae acetate, sxthylceUuloae, caxboxynjethylcellu-
loae, hydroxypropytceUuloae, etc.
(4) Polyesters such as, for example, condensation
products of phthalic anhydride, maleic anhydride,
bit phenol A, ethylene oxide and propylene oxide.
(7) Polyurethane such as, for example, polyurethane
of bexamethylene diitocyanate, toluene diisucya-
aate and naphthalene 1, S-diisocyanate with 1, 4-
(t) Prepolymers of epoxy, urea, alkyd, meUmice arc.
phenol, reeinx,
(V) Gum roam, potyterpene, and cumarone udene
43 (10)Other polymers such as, for example, gum arabic
polymers are selected in combination with the
kind ofdeveloping liquid used. However, the following
louipoundt are especially useful:
30 A polyvinyl acetate, polyvinyl alcohol polyvinyl
butyral. oopolymei of (metha)erylic acid and/nr maleic
acid, fumaric acid, itaconic acid (0 - 20 parts by weight)
methyl aseth*xryUte and/or styrene (0-50 parts by
weight) (metha)cryhc acid ester having 5 - 20 carbon.
S3 atoms and/or vinyl acetate (20-100 pans by weight),
or copolyauudeeofnylon 6 nylon 66 2, 2. 4-trimethyl-
hesaanethylene diamine 6 (1:1:1 by weight) or nylon 6 -
nylon 46 4, 4'ihaminn ryckiheayhnethane 6 (1:1:1 by
*).
above, the base substrate, the silicone
Uyer and the photoadhesive Uyer are indispens
able tlimrnts of a ptsnographic printing pUte accord-
big to the preaent invention However, the surface of
Bse so constituted pUaographic printing plate it some
what tadry, tntchhg to cause dust to adhere thereto and
the problem that a negative tranapar-
is unlikely to adhere sufficiently close to said sur
in the expoaure step It may therefore be desirable
4.086,093
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" interpose a thin -ansparent protecting film or to form paste on new protectng films after peeling i-sid tamer
a protecting Uyer o.i the surface of the photoadhesive sheets Similar good photosensitivity msy be obtained
Uver using a polymer solution. This protecting film also using the plate without protecting film, if eipo*jrr iv
plays a role of inhibiting osmosis (permeation) at atmc- made after the pUte is stored in an atmosphere of gaso
spheric oxygen into the photoadhesive Uyer and pro- 3 like nitrogen and carbon dioxide to expel the dissolved
rooting photopolymeruation of the photoadhesive oxygen of the photoadhesive Uyer
Uyer. Such protecting film is useful in the exposure As a method ofproviding the protecting film, besiJes
step, but it a obvious that the protecting film is removed the aforesaid film lamination, it is poasiole lo use s
by peeling or dissolution in the developing step and i is metVid c. applying a polymer solution like polyvinyl
unnecessary in the printing step. 10 al ol onto the surface of the photoadhesive Uyer or
Useful protecting films have transparencies capable applying said polymer solution onto the peelable carrier
of transmitting ultraviolet light (ray) having a wave sheet to form an oxygen transmission pi eventing layer
length of 300 - 400mu and a thickness below SOu, pref- in advance, applying the photoadhesive Uyer thereon
erably below lOu. As representative examples of such and peeling the peelable carrier sheet at a time when
useful films Uyert, the following plastics may be cited: 13 lamination of the siiuone rubber Uyer and the base
Polyethylene, polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride, substrate is complex
poiyvinylidene chloride, polyvinyl alcohol, polyethyl- The planographic printing pUte of the present inven-
ene terephthaUte and cellophane tion produced as described in the foregoing it exposed
As explained above, a pUnognphic printing plate at to actinic light through a negative transparency closely
a laminate according to the present invention msy be 20 adhered to said plate in vacuo. The light source used for
produced, for exampie. by the following threemethods: this exposure step should generate abundant ultraviolet
(I) To the base suhalrale. a silicone rubber dispersion rays (light), and mercury lamps, carbon arc lamps, re-
is applied uamg ordinary costers such aa reverie none lamp*, metal halide lamp* or fluorescent lamps
roll coaler, air knife coaler and Mayerbar cotter. may be used aa auch light source.
In this case, it is possible lo pretreat the base sub- 23 In the printing plate which has been exposed to light,
atrate with silicone primer. Next, the solution of a not only does the photoadhesive Uyer of the exposed
photoadhesive Uyer composition applied to the area harden by photopolymerization cross-linking reac-
lioone rubber Uyer by the aame method used in tion, but it aho adheres strongly to the underlying sili-
applying the silicone rubber dispersion In applying cone rubber Uyer. Therefore, depending upon the kind
this solution it should not disturb the smooth aur- 30 of the protecting film and the composition of the pho-
facc of the silicone rubber Uyer. It is possible to toadheaive Uyer, when the protecting film is peeled
add a paint additive of the sibcoae aeries or a aur- after exposure, the photoadhesive Uyer of the unex-
facc active agent of the fluorine aeries to said solu- posed area peels together with the protecting film and
tion for producing a uniform coating of said solu- only the photondheaive Uyer of the exposed area ad-
lion as onraainn demands 33 heres to the silicone rubber Uyer and remains. In such
(2) On a peelable carrier sheet, for example, potyeth- case, the developing operation it completed by merely
ylene, polypropylene and polyethylene terephthal- peeling off the protecting film without resort to use of
ale film*, metal sheets, or silicone coated releasing the developing liquid anew.
paper or ftfana, a photoadhesive Uyer formed. It is possible to selectively elute the photoadhesive
The aforesaid photoadhesive Uyer formed on Ihe 40 Uyer of Ihe unexposed area by immersing the pUte in
peelable carrier sheet is caused to adhere closely developing liquid or spraying Ihe developing liquid
onto a silicone rubber Uyer provided on the base thereon after peeling the protecting film.
substrate by the aame method aa in (I) above. In It is possible to expose or heat the entire surface after
thai case, it is poaatbtc to pretreai ihe aurfac -f said development as occasion demands to strengthen the
photoadheuve Uyer with silicone primer. 43 adhesion between the photoadhesive Uyer sad the tili-
(1) /\ silicone rubber dispersion applied to a pbo- cone rubber Uyer and to thereby further improve the
loadhenve Uyer provilad on a peelable carrier durability in long run printing of the pUte.
sheet by the same method as in (2) above, and suffi- In the following, the present invention will be ex-
ciently dried Additionally, a base substrate is plained in further detail by reference to examples. The
treated with aibcone primer and u caused to 30 cthyleaically unsaturated monomer (pbotopolymeriz-
doaeJv adhere to the silicone rubber Uyer nm., tble monaster) and the cesssstrstiens of tiv mcttac-
duced previously rytoyl group and the alcoholic hydroxyl group con-
Ttepee*UbUcaxriershce*of(2)askd(3)sbcr.v,may tamed Jterein used in these examples wiM be shov in
be made protecting films per se. but it is abo possible to Table I. ,
Table I
(Mctkafcryloyl AJoohohc hy-
*touj> droiyl group
ancsmri fensest aaofi mbo1/(
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EXAMPLE 1
primer "SH 4094 Printer", manntamired by Toray x
3hbroneCo,L*lofJapasvwMBptu>adtot^
of 1 u. Onto the islimt fthn there was sppbed a afli-
an ill iiiurt by attntsag ETV Sfljoone
, TE
3015-
aaaanfartnrrri by Toshiba
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of the unexposed area was easily removed, where**, at
the aame time the photoadhesive Uyer of the exposed
area was photo-inaolobinzed and adhered strongly to
the iiihiljinf ahcone rubber Uyer ao that a tenacious
Co. Lid-
to thai . .
atayletber in an amount of 3% by weight, calculated
nflr.1
agaskft lli_a ffugjajjjlltjSBSkt g<gMtl^Hl fj^nQfjufgft
was dried by air to provide a 5 u thick
as* having acetoxy end groa.
could be produced by the action of
ng aceoc add to give a robber-take
The tewajosng aaeeaabty wBI be termed the
s gum Uyer 4}
y. a 2 thick photoadhearve Uyer was
I on s 9 at thick porypropylene fibn
"Torayfaa"
l by Toray toitaaliiss. Inc. of Japan, the
i Uyer having the foOowsag i ijmaitinii
(t) ruiihtiiis product of
' * -'iW ~~" r so
fcant with I mot of xyryliig ihiaiia r w*r
By to doing, a pUnogiaptuc printing plate was ob-
wbich conuaponded to the Usage of the negative
lianaparmry throughout the entire printing pUte.
When tins printing plate was mounted on a rotary offset
duplicator, "MuWlith 1230" manufactured by Addreas-
oginph Maragrapb Co and printed out using s printing
ink. "Driootor Black" awuiufacrored by Dunippon Ink
nasals. Inc. of Japan, without using water for
amiaifiin excellent printed matterwas obtained. The
printing press of ibis example had good imegr repro-
dvaburry and was capable of printingmore than 10,000
EXAMPLE 2
40 and
On a crude aluminum plate whose surface had not
been busted, a 2 u thick halation-preventing Uyer of
the following composition was provided.
(a) Styrene acrylic acid (90:10 weight ratio) co
polymer fnrtrmajc viscoar>y tc csBaulvc acetate:
aj)
95 parts by weight
(b) hfichker-s ketone - 5 parts try weight
Ne*u.tothetsfftaceofaaadhaUtiori-preventmgUyer,
n ! heptane notation of afficone prater -SH 4094"
iinfyttiilbyToray SiliconeCo., Ltd. ofJapan,was
AddnttonaDy. on a 9 u thick Toraytan- polypropyl
ane fthm. a 5 u thick neotoadhaaive Uyer having lU
. .
Ttotwrnuu
___
lofWomlarJui ^bylightBoma
n - am hsn? (PI
" w ' I *-*
asbuus riaetra: Co, Lid. efJuganX
-
was panted and the printing
I U a% aqueous aohnoon of
following
w
i the
( nylon 4 nylon 64 - 2, 2. 4
tlifiim athpnte (30:35:35
by weight) ooporymet 37% by weight
(b) Addation prodact of I mot of tartaric acid with 2
obof fSyeJdyl axthacrylate 40% by weight
(c) Beaxofshenone - 3% by weight
(d) PtimnthinUi - 001% by weight
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On; > this photoadhesive layer, colution solution (b) of the photoadhesive layer were replaced b> the
obtained by diluting with n-heptane, a heal-curing type following compounds
silicone gum, "SH 7023" manufactured by Toray Siii- (a) N-methylolacryUmide 24% by weight
cone Co., Ltd. of Japan, ani* adding to the resultant Ethylene glycol diacrylate 16% by weight
d.rated silicone gum dispersion, benzoin ethyl ether in 3 (b) Pentaerythritol diacryUte 40% by weight
an amount of 3% by weight calculated as solid, was (c) Addition product of I mol of acrylic acid with I
applied and dried by air. mole of glycidyl methacryUte 40% by weight
Next, this laminar assembly of Torayfan." pbo- (d) Addition product of 1 mol of N methyloUcryla-
toadhesi .e Uyer and silicone gum was applied under mide .vilh I mol of glycidyl methacryUte 40%
pressure to the aforesaid coated aluminum bate pUte 10 by ight
with the surface of the silicone primer adhering closely When planographic printing pUte* produced in ac-
u> the surface of the silicone gum and thereafter the cordance with this example were exposed to light and
whole was heated at 100' C for IS mUutea, forming a developed Ihe same as in Example 3, image relief
preaensitized planograpuic printing pUte. strongly adhering to the surface of the silicone rubber
On Ihe preaensitized planographic printing pUte so 15 Uyer were obtained in etc!, case.
obtained, a negative transparency was applied and
caused to adhere closely to said printing pUtem vacuo,
Compared Example 1
and was then irradiated for 2 minutes by light from a Example 3 was repeated except for repiacii*g the
high pressure mercury lamp (ORC Jet Light 3000, at a photopolymerizable monomer components (b) of the
distance of I m). The Torayfan" was peeled off and 20 photondheaive Uyer by the following pbotopolymeriz-
thereafter the pnotoadheuve Uyer of the unexposed able nxmomers not containing alcoholic hydroxyl
area was eluted by washing with modified ethanol. group*.
When printing was carried out similarly as in Example (a) Ethylene glycol diacryUte 40% by weigh:
I. good printed matter was obtained (b) Trimethylolethane triacryUte 40% by weight
ssv* s*foi b t 2 (c) MethylenebiaBCTylsmide 20% by weightfcAAMi-Lfc t Triethylene glycol diacryUte 20% by weight
On a crude aluminum plate, a haUtion-preventing In each case of this comparative example, a relief of
Uyer and a silicone primer Uyer were provided aimi- the image portion did not strongly adhere to the surface
Urly aa in Example 2, comprising a base Uyer. Addi- of the silicone rubber Uyer, but peeled off during the
bonally. oo a 9 u thick polyethylene terephthaUie film, 30 developing opertion or were peeled offby inking rollers
"Lumirror"
manufactured by Toray Industries, Inc. of upon printing several hundreds of copies, to give in-
Japan. there was appbed a I u thick Uyer of "Oosenil complete printed matters.
OH IT". . polyvinyl alcohol manufactured by Nippon Comparative Example 2
Ooaa Kagaku Co., Ltd. of Japan, on which a 2 u thick "p,n" =*pc *
pbotoadheaivc Uyer having the following composition 33 Example 3 was repeated except for replacing the
waa provided polymer component (a) of the photoadhesive Uyer by
(a) Ethyl acryUte methyl methacryUte acrylic Ihe following polymers having alcoholic hydroxyl
acid (TOJOIO weight ratio) copolymer (mtrinric groups and replacing the pbotopolyzaerizable monc-
vuconry in celloaolve acetate 0.4) 35% by men of (b) of the photoadhesive Uyer by the photopo-
wcigni 40 lymerizable mcoomera not containing alcoholic hy-
(b) Olveerol monoacryUte 24% by weight droxyl groups used in Comparative Example 1.
Eihj-Uae glycol dU- 14% by weight crylaye (a) 40% wnonified product of polyvinyl acetate
(c) htichler'i ketone - 5% by weight (b) Ethyl acryUte styrene 2-hydroxyethyl
To the surface of Jm pboioadbeaive Uyer was ap- methacryUte acryUmide acrylic acid
a*^t a solution obtained by diluting a silicone gum, 45 (44:14:12:2:8 weight ratio) copolymer (intrinsic
"SH
9/32."
manufactured by Toray Silicone Co.. Ltd. viscosity in celloaolve acetate 0.3)
of Japan, with Naphtha No. 3 (manufactured by Easo) (c) Foly-2-hydroxypropyl methacryUte (intrinsic
and tins solution was then dried by air viscosity in celloaolve 0.2).
Next, the bate Uyer and the foregoing composite A : a result of using any one of the above polymers of
heaive and autocue gum Uyer were ao pressed 30 this comparative example, Ihe adhesion between the
that they mlhiml ilinalj al the interface be- image reliefandjhe snrfac of th* til*"*"* rvK*' la;-***.
i Use aarfece of the siheooe primer and the surface was very inferior similarly u in Comparative Example
of the abcoae gum. and the aasembly thereafter allowed 1.
to atsnd audasterbed for 24 hours. The following is clawvrl
The puotcueaamve puasographic prmuhf pUte ao S3 1. A negative acting preaensitized dry pUnographic
ad was at first denuded of the covering film to printing place comprising:
the nofyvmyl alcohol Uyer on the surface of the (a) a flexible base Uyer.
and a negative iians|isifnr) was placed (b) a sparsely crrsn Itntfrl linear diorganopolysilox-
of the polyvinyl alcohol Uyer. and ex- ane Uyer overlying said hate Uyer, and
oaad to hght the name as in riasBsilf 2- The printing 40 (c) a photoadhesive Uyer overlying said dior-
toat wych bed been exposed to hght waa easily devel- gae<*oolys^/^iie Uyer, and m direct contact there
pudbyanaqusiomaolutioaofOJN-ac^iijhydroxiA with ooaxpriaing at least one photopolymerizable
ad a atroag ink-receptive usage reli' was produced on aaaarnralrrl compound having a boiling point
at nrtacc of the autoone rubber above
100* C and a photomitiator wherein at least
*3 one said photopolymerizabfecoeapoundhM at least
BXAMTLE* one hydroxyl group and at least one acryloyl group
rnr-r'- 3 waa rtttsltd except that m producmg Ihe or one methacryloyl group in the tame molecule
printing pastes Ihe asoaomer compoarno and the total coaceniration of the hydroxyl groups
15
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and the total concentration of Ihe acryloyl ormeth
acryloyl groups in the photoadhesive Uyer arc
each greater than 0.1 mmol/g2 The negative-acting preaensitized dry ptanc-
granhic printing plate of claim 1, wherein at least one
kind ofsaid pbotopolynserixsbU unsaturated compound
a> a nsember selected from the group uuusiaring of
(a) partial eaters of acrylic and/or asethacrylic acid
with polyhydric alcohob having 2 - 12 cart on
10
(h) addition product of glycidyl acryUte and/or
mrthnriyUu with hydrogen halidea. alcohob. thi
ols, aszunea, carboxybc acids, aulfoni
1 - 12
(e) products of acrylic and/or asethacrylic
epoxy cosapounda having 2-14
(d) esters of N-enethyutacryUmide or
idewith oxy-carboxybc acids having 2 10
of N-methyloUcryUmide or
; with epoxy coaipoundt having 2 -
3. The mgatm arting prmrnajturd dry plane-
grnphsc printing pUte of chum L wherem at least one
meaaber aaUotad from the group coaaiabng of
(a) partial eaters of acrybc and/or mwhaarrytir acid
photopolymerizable unsaturated compound having
a boiling point above
100* C and a phototniiiat >r.
wherein at least one kind of said photooolyrseru-
abte compound has at least cee hydroxyl group and
at least one acryloyl group or one metharryloyl
group in the aame molecule and the total . ancen-
tration of the hydroxyl group and the total concen
tration of the acryloyl or methacryloyl group* in
he photoedhealve Uyer are each greater than 0. 1
nmc-l/g. and
(d) a polymeric Uyer overlying said photoadhesive
layer, capable of transmitting light ofwave length
from 300 to 400nuand protecting said photoadhe
sive Uyer from oxygen.
4* The method of repering the negative-acting pre
eaaartised ptsle ofcL *n S which comprise* the steps of
applying and photoadheaive Uyer on sail polymeric
Uyer and laminating said Uyers on said dior-
jn ganopolyailoxane Uyer previously applied on said base
Uyerwith said photondheaive Uyer in contact with said
diorganopolyaitoxane Uyer.
1. The method of preparing the negative-acting pre-
BBBaWaad plate of chum 4, which comprise* the steps of
23 applying mid dinrganopolysLOiane Uyer on mid pho
toadheaive Uyer previously applied on mid polymeric
Uyer and lamuialmg mid Uyers on said bate Uyer with
mid dmrganopolyailoxane Uyer in contact with said
Uyer.
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bytol
yfol
(b) addattoa products ofgjycadyl acryUte or
ryhnc with hydrogen chzorax. methanol, ethylene
gfyoot, tfemnxrytoi mecaane, praiar rytnrnot, etna- jj
t The nrgalinm ling preaeaaitized pUte of cUim 1,
diorganopoiyailoxaae Uyer incorporates a
in Ihe range of 0.1 - 10% by weight
the total weight of the silicone rubber Uyer
9. The nrgalivf arting preafiiniiied film of claim 1,
hereinmid photnerthruive Uyer rranters raarnrUlly of
(a) mid photopolyntrTrrablr nmatiiratrd compound
3.0 - 99.0 parts by weight,
acid, acryhc acid, (b) a pbotomitUtor 0.1 - 100 parts by weight.
, succinic acid, nia- (c)a heat polymerizationmhibitnr 0.001 - 1.0 parts by
acid, mahc acid, 40 weight, and
acid, citric acid, phenol, thwpbenol and (<r) , BUa for mamtainmg dimensional stability of
said photcadhraive Uyer 0.01 - 90.0 part* by
of acrylic and/or asethacrylic weight
i derived from Ihe group fg. The negative arting ptrarntiriird plate ofclaim 5.
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*VB*' hsUlion-prevmting Uyer between said base-
add, !u- Uyer and saafl dioigaiiopolyailoxarK.
-u-jw-rv:
,,< Toe "ethod of preparing the negative-acting
or asetaac yi-
praaenanxed pUte of claim 10 which comprises the
ateps of applying said laiUoor-preventing Uyer oo said
. ,, ,.,,,.,kl, _
bene Uyer. aporymg said photoadhesive Uyer on said
etf NH*^ytoiaeTjCBm*or fltlfmmllB .,,,, applying mid diorganopolyailoxane
a sm^v! gum 'syer on said photnadheatve Uyer. Ummatme. said
layers togrlhrr under prenmrr with said ha>ic pre-
3, vaatingUyerm contact withmid diorganopolyailoxane
dry paaao- |BVCT-
-j,,. _ . . nahsirai
** T"' M*'1' tmg dry pUnoermphic printinge*t* i* urnerum
bam U alnuofcbms L wtseremtbeearfecerfmidnbotoadbe-
__ w_ *_ . ^^ mU diorpnopolysiloianeZL, auch that Um than *** ex '
a/warae Uasttb from 100 40 Uyer nm hem
11 The dry planc-
pUse ofcmiml. wherem Ihe surface of
Uyer U contact with mid dtor-
Uyer ha* been pre-treated with aili-
MA
Uaat one (a)a
dry pUiiographic
layer ofpolyethylene terephthalatc.
4.086,093
w a najsbon prevention"layer on said base Uyer and
ooP^^ytene^crylic acid copolymer and a
<CiLTl!!l!!^!?,-u,,ked lme*r Otorganopolytilox.
polyntoMaOVer^yiB* ""id ,tvrem>*cry,ic od co- 3
W) spbotoadheaive Uyer overlying mid dior-SMOauoxane Uyer coaasstmg of s compoajtion
compnamg
(1) " e^y|cryUte-B*u^yhnethacryUtoecrylic 10
oopolymer, , *
(2) the addition product of4mobofglyoidyl
cryUte with | mol xylyt
18
eneglyool diacryUte. said addition product con
taining hydroxyl groups and acryloyl or melh*/ -
ryloyl groups and
(3) a photomitiator; the total concentration of the
hydroxyl group and the total concentration of
the acryloyl or methacryloyl groups in the pho-
toadheaive Uyer each being greater than 0.1
amsol/g, and then,
* a Uyer of dforganopolysiloxaae capable of trans-
light having a wavelength from 300 to 400
40
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